THE  SPANISH  WAR
design The Reds had dug trenches behind the walls and
the boxwood, and had made their last stand there. Three
hundred of them, brave fellows who had scorned to run,
were there, still and bloodstained, lying in those stiff and
awkward attitudes which tell of sudden death. The eyes
were nearly always calm and sometimes slightly surprised.
Every man hopes to live, until Death is actually at his
shoulder.
Here again one could see that the Red international
brigades had been the mam element of the defence. The
dead I examined were French, Czechs, and Russians The
cartridges for their rifles and machine-guns were French
or Mexican, the shell-cases I picked up had been manu-
factured in Russia.
The Nationalist advance was followed by the usual
reaction. Three days later the Reds carried out a series
of fierce counter-attacks On one occasion the left flank
of their attack actually reached the Brunete road, and the
Red wireless triumphantly announced the capture of that
village. It was not true, but it was probably thought to
be encouraging to the Reds fighting on other fronts
The capture of Boadilla was only the prelude to wider
planned operations. The Nationalists wished to free the
Casa de Campo from Reds and so relieve the troops in that
sector and in the University City from the terrible strain
of knowing every hour that the Reds were in the rear
of them, and that at any moment a successful attack
on them might sever their thin lines of communication.
No soldier likes having to fight continually looking round
behind him.
The next chapter in the plan of campaign was an attack
on the left wing directly m front of Brunete towards Las
Rozas5 at the point of junction of the Escorial and
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